
DEVICE MOVEMENT CONTROL
FOR ASSET & OBJECT TRACKING / LOGISTICS 

Analytical platforms and tools are widely used in the IoT ecosystem, usually 

separately in each of the three layers: the device layer, the applications layer 

and the connectivity layer. Also, most analytical engines process data in  

a post-mortem mode, which enables offline insight and analysis with tools 

such as data warehouse (DWH) systems.

The Comarch IoT Analytics Platform module focuses on delivering 

measurable business value for Device Movement Control use cases,  

using intelligent big data processing and real-time actionable analytics.  

It provides information about the way M2M products are used, the real-time 

geo-distribution of devices, and the location data.

The concept behind Comarch IoT Analytics Platforms’ is to perform real-

time processing of incoming data and their ingestion, to provide information 

for immediate actions in real time. The system allows easy configuration and 

definition of new events and actions based on those insights.
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The main system pillars are presented below:

The sophisticated functionalities of Comarch IoT Analytics Platform include:

 n Fencing areas and routes for autonomous 
devices

 n Triggering alerts and defined actions in real 
time (e.g. completely stopping the devices  
in the event of leaving the home area)

 n Correlating and enriching information gained 
from external sources  
(e.g. location database, temperature, power 
consumption)
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 n Monitoring devices by means of fast data 
analysis

 n Employing Machine Learning algorithms 
which can help to determine the most 
efficient use  
of the service or optimal route for devices

 n Exploring data stored in the Big Data system 
with the intention of identifying unknown/new 
patterns and optimize overall service

DEVICE MOVEMENT CONTROL BUSINESS CASES  
DELIVERED BY COMARCH IOT ANALYTICS PLATFORM
An example is a car rental company that would like to perform geo-fencing of all cars to control areas where 
the vehicles should be located and directions in which they are moving, and to notify the company about their 
cars leaving the country.

Another business case would be a city taxi corporation that would like to be notified when a taxi leaves  
a particular city area and takes a long-distance journey (e.g. monitoring a car for taxi driver security).

A logistics company, for example, could be notified of a truck that is on its way back, approximately 100km 
away from the logistics base, or could optimize truck management by controlling their usage to plan a location 
of a new logistics center based on exploration.

Finally, an emergency services provider could optimize the response time and improve the effectiveness of 
its services by locating and assigning the nearest ambulance, even supporting deployment by changing all 
traffic lights along the route to green, based on the location of the assigned vehicle (e.g. an ambulance) and 
a priority signal.
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Monitoring exact vehicle locations. Data analytics can provide views 
of risk factors (e.g., miles driven), predict and optimize logistics.

For Logistics Vehicles

Tracking analysis of valuable receptacles and devices: containers, goods, luggage, 
restricteddrugs, etc. Monitoring tracked items to target destinations.

For Delivery Services

Tracking a company's mission-critical physical assets, 
including vehicles, equipment, lone workers or remote plant.

For Rentals and

Field Service
Management

The solution noti�es a central point when assets that are supposed to remain 
static suddenly move - indicating potential theft (e.g., a parking security solution).

For Smart City

Parking Monitoring

For all the above business cases, Comarch IoT Analytics Platform can help to determine when:

 n a device reaches the selected destination  
(City Taxi car),

 n a device leaves the selected location (Rental car),

 n a device crosses a border and changes  
the country (Logistic Company truck),

 n a device starts moving (Smart City light),

 n a device reaches the defined movement 
distance or movement time  
(Public Transport bus),

 n a device is inactive for a particular time period 
(lost luggage),

 n a device reaches the defined data transfer 
threshold (healthcare device),

 n a SIM card is used in a different device  
(of the same type) or in a completely different 
device type (Connected Car device),

 n and many more.

COMARCH IOT ANALYTICS PLATFORM CONTROL PANEL
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